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QUESTION: 1
Which Windows' user groups are created automatically during the CommandView EVA
installation? (Select two.)

A. HP Storage Users
B. HP Storage Admins
C. HP Storage Operators
D. HP CommandView
E. HP EVA Admins

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 2
A customer wants to deploy tiered storage. Which EVA feature meets this requirement?

A. data-in-place upgrades from existing EVAs
B. Fibre Channel, FATA and SSD drives that can coexist in a single array
C. automatic resizing of LUNs
D. capability to front-end existing storage

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
In a standard EVA4400, what happens to the remaining disk enclosures when one disk
enclosure becomes unavailable?

A. They reroute the data around the unavailable enclosure.
B. They reset enclosure addresses to bypass the failed enclosure.
C. They shut down to retain data consistency.
D. They are unaffected.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 4
A mirrorclone is in normalized/synchronized state. What must be done to present it to a host?
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A. The disk must be fractured, then detached.
B. The disk must be fractured, then replicated with a snapshot.
C. The disk must be fractured.
D. The disk must be fractured, then replicated with a snapclone.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
A customer requires you to set a password for each HP EVA you are managing through server
based management. After setting the password through the OCP, what must be done to get
access through HP CommandView EVA to those arrays?

A. Set the same password as set through the OCP in HP CommandView EVA.
B. Set the same password through the OCP on each array.
C. Set the same password through the OCP on each array and in HP CommandView EVA.
D. Set the same password through SSSU on each array.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 6
Which EVA software product allows customers to automatically meet changing application
needs?

A. Continuous Access
B. CommandView EVA
C. Adaptive Performance Optimizer
D. Dynamic Capacity Management

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
Which statements are true about using thin provisioning in an EVA environment? (Select
two.)
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A. It can be performed within CommandView EVA.
B. LUN shrink is not always supported for EVA.
C. Extension of a LUN cannot be automated.
D. Host agents must be installed on servers.
E. Capacity utilization is increased.

Answer: D, E

QUESTION: 8
What happens when you set the failure protection level for a disk group with same-sized disks
on an EVA to single?

A. A one-disk equivalent is reserved as spare space.
B. A two-disk equivalent is reserved as spare space.
C. Two disks are reserved as spare space.
D. One disk is reserved as spare space.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 9
To access the web-based operator control panel (WOCP) of an HP EVA4400 (with
CommandView installed on the management module), which port is used to connect to the
WOCP?

A. 2373
B. 280
C. 2372
D. 2381

Answer: A

QUESTION: 10
For the HP EVA, where do you find error messages, status code values, meanings, and
appropriate corrective actions?
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